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MEMORANDUM SUBMITTING THE REPORT

TO: Mr. T.D. Mbgami, Director 31 mrcyl 1937

5R0M: Participants, National Training Workshop on

Public Service Manpower Planning and Allocation

SUBJECT; Transmission of Workshop Report

We, the Participants, wish to transmit herewith, for your attention and

action, our findings, conclusions and recommendations during the past week to

assist in improving the Public Service manpower planning and allocation

process in Botswana.

In the course of our work, we reviewed the present status, approaches and

components of the process' examined the constraints restricting national

efforts to make the process more effective and suggested a few courses of

action aimed at minimizing the identified bottlenecks. Our suggestions touch

on measures which need to be initiated in order to redress difficulties in

areas of policy formulation and implementation, better co-ordination and

arrangement of activities, and the strengthening and rationalization of

existing institutional mechinery for public service manpower planning, development

and utilization.

We fully realize that our suggestions can only be acted upon if a favourable

corrmitment exist among our policy and decision makers. We therefore humbly

request you to kindly use your good offices to ensure that this effort to

strengthen the process and system of public service manpower planning and

allocation which you initiated by3 among other things 5 making this Workshop

possible, will not go to waste.

To avoid this eventuality, we wish to propose the following suggestions by

way of follow-up to this Workshop bearing in mind that other appropriate measures

could be added to them as you may see fit:

(i) That through your initiative, a high-level inter-Ministerial task

force be established to closely review the findings and recom

mendations of the Workshop and advise on the modelities of

implementing our recommendations;

(ii) That you use your good offices to ensure that copies of the Report

are made available to all Permanent Secretaries and Department Heads.

We wish to assure you that we have benefited greatly from the learning

experience afforded us through the conduct of this Workshop and to express our

appreciation to you for having providing us this opportunity.



A.

Below is the summary of the major findings and recoranendations ox" the
National Training Workshop on Public Service rianpower Planning and Allocation
in Botswana, which was held in Gaborone, 23 - 31 March. 1987. Thirty-eight
senior' level personnel from ten Ministries and three Government Departments
attended the Workshop which was organized by the ^anpov/er Planning Budge-tin:

and Research Division of the Directorate of Public Service Jlanag-anent (DPST?)
with the support of the United States Aroncy for International Development

(USAID). The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) provided
technical inputs and service through Dr. Toiza O.S, Hclntoshs Economic Affairs-
Officer in the Public Administration, Fana^ement and :fenpower Division.

The Workshop vjas held at the premises of the Institute oi Development r-fenagement

in Botswana.

Findings and Recommendations:

The" follovdng major observations were made during the workshop:

(i) That a put-lie service manpower management process exists which

is iirpressive in scope and depth and what is now required is the

need to overcome those factors that rave impaired its level of

effectiveness.

(ii) That those constraining factors, wliich are identified in the report3
result largely from the existence of inadequate communication

between, and co-ordination of activities among the ministry of
Finance and Development Planning, the Directorate of Public

Service Panat-ement and the Sector I^inistries during the setting

of ceilinrs for the planned period and the budgeting cf posts.

(ill) That Ministries are limited in their capacities and capabilities

to undertake effectively comprehensive- manpower planning,

developments and utilization yrop°ammes.

Reccmnencfa. tions

On the basis of the above observations, and given the need to improve

the existing process, the following recommendations are made;

(i) Given the hirh associated opportunity cost of carrying vacant
posts bv tyinr ur scarce financial resources., and the need to

implement organization programmes, it is recommended that (a) vacant
nosts be filled as timelv as possible through measures such as: by

encouraging inter and intc^-riinisterial/DeTartmental staff

redeployment or by trading them for other posts or by using

them to" accommodate returning trainees and Botswana that were not
budgeted for, or by eliminating them after a given time lapse; and

(b) a system be developed, that is capable of identifying the

extent to which r Ministries and Departments carry vacant and

redundant posts and determining the cause(s) of and talcing action

on recruitment delays with the view of improving the process,



(ii) Given the need to provide Ministries with some measure of relief

In implementing essential projects, it is recommended that (a) those

fully-funded project posts that are required for specific designate-

term projects be excluded .from the manpower ceilings. To make this

process more effective, project planning Officers assigned to

specific projects should collaborate more closely with Department

officials in determining the manpower implications of those projects.

(iii) Given the delays in recruitment to fill vacant posts, particularly

at the lower levels and the need to expedite the recruitment process

in the DPSM, it is recommended that the Ministries be given the

authority to recruit staff for the GA5/6 and equivilant grades
through a recruitment committee and subject to the approval of DPSM.

(iv) In view of the desirability for ample justification to be provided at

the time of submitting Departmental request for new posts so as

to allow a more judicious consideration of the request, it is

recommended that form ?*B 5a be revised to contain greater justification

for each post requested; ands if applicable, provide for

practical and technical staffing ratios for the Department(s)
in question,

(v) Noting the need for Ministries to be encouraged and guided in the

development of training; and manpower plans in conformity with

Gfovernment growth targets, and for training outlays to be justifiable

and relevant to the needs of Government, it is recorrcnended that an

operational framework that would ensure greater co-operation and

collaboration among the draining Division, the Manpower Planning;

Budgeting and Research Division, and the Ministry of Finance and

Development Planning (MFDP).

(vi) Except in real cases of urgent and unforseen development affecting

the national interest all efforts should be made to have

Ministries adhere to the guidelines and ceilings developed through the

manpower budgeting process as best as possible if the process

is to achieve its objectives of effectively using existing manpower and

of ensuring; that training and development are appropriate to the

needs of the country within budgetary constraints as prescribed by

NDP 6.

(vil) Given the difficulties encountered by many Ministries in the

implementation of programmes within established ceilings, and

the need to make the ceiling determination process more responsive to

the real practical problems of implementation, It is recommended

that a properly defined process of consultation between the MFDP,

DPSM and Sector Ministries be devised and used during the

determination of ceilings.

(viii) That forthcoming mid-term review should provide guidance and allot.
for3 if necessary, appropriate adjustments In Departmental ceilings

and that the findings of the review be used to provide lessons for

undertaking future exercises in the determination of ceiling.

(ii)



(ix) For efficiency and effectiveness and given the importance of
manpower planning and budgeting in the process of public service

human resources planning, development and utilization, it is

recommended that tor1 management accord the requisite priority

to the exercise, and that the process be institutionalized

within Ministries by establishing a Il-inpower Unit within each

Ministry with capabilities to (1) prepare ministrial

manpower plans,, (ii) design, develop, iniplement and monitor

training plans and programmes and (iii) analyse and write job

descriptions, and collaborate with DPSM and MFD? in the recruitment

of staff for filling vacant posts, the determination of ceilings.

(x) Given the need for improving the data base on public service

employment, and in view of the difficulties that would result from

the lack of readily processed data on staff distribution in filling

Form MB 2 at this time, it is recommended that the information on

staff geographical distribution be removed from the Form and a

separate study undertaken to collect the desired information which

would then create a base that can be used in future manpower

budgeting and allocation exercises.

(xi) In view of the need to improve the effectiveness of the process

within given resources and to ensure adequate consultations and

analysis, It is recommended that detailed studies be undertaken to

examine: (a) the possibility of conducting the manpower budgeting

exercise every two or three years to be supplemented by periodic

revievrs as an alternative to the present annual exercise; and

(b) the iinpact of development expenditures on recurrent

manpower ceilings.

(xii) Noting that, for consistency and maximum use of resources, it would

have been more desirable for the Organization and JYlanagement

reviev exercise to proceed the Job Evaluation exercise, and given that

both exercises are currently taking place simultaneously, it is

recommended that all efforts be made to intensify existing co

ordination and collaboration between the two responsible Units within

the context of the manpower planning and allocation exercise.

(iii)



I. BACKGROUND AND ORJIXTIA^ES

1. (Generally, the process of manpower planning as an integral part

of national planning has been put into motion by the Government of

Botswana. The Sixth National Development Plan (1985-1991) a commonly known as
HDP 6, as with it? predecessor plan , has identified public service manpower

requirements and established ceilings in terms of the number of people that

would be employed by Government during the planned period. Given this ceiling,

an annual manpower budgeting and allocation process is initiated involving the

^linistry of Finance and Development Planning, the Directorate of Public

Service Jfenagement, the Cabinet5 Parliament and respective concerned

riinistries and Etepartments.

2. The process begins shortly after the beginning of each fiscal year

for the succeeding fiscal year requirements within the limits of the recurrent

budget3 planned ceilings, and national development objectives. Over the past

few years3 there has been a growing awareness that the effectiveness of the

process is being constrained by a number of factors, and that ways and means should

be found to improve the situation if the overall objective of the exercise, i.e.

optimum utilization of public service human resources is to be realized.

3. Careful analysis of those factors constraining the manpower planning

■and budgeting process suggests a lac!: of a properly integrated public

service manpower management process. Such a process3 to be effective, would

require an institutionalized system, within an integrated framework, with

capabilities to:

(i) Plan and budget departmental rvanporor md training needs;

(ii) Plans implement and monitor the implementation of

Departmental/l'liniste-rial training programmes;

(iii) Rationally determine manpower ceilings with built-in

inechanism for possible adjustments; and

(iv) Facilitate the process of requesting for the granting of .

training awards and establishment posts.

LK in an effort to upgrade the existing, system so as to improve its

capabilities to perform the above functions as veil as to redress those

factors constraining the manpower planning3 training development, budgeting

and allocation process in particular, and the rate of public service

productivity in general, the Government of the Republic of Botswana, through

the Directorate of Public Service Management (DPSM), decided to organize the

training workshop with the assistance of the United Nations Economic

Conmission for Africa.

5. The long-term objective of the workshop is to optimize the utiliza

tion of public service manpower by enhancing the level of effectiveness in

the planning, development and allocation of public service personnel within

the framework of formulated National Development Plans. Operationally, the
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Workshop was aimed at achieving or contributing to the achievement of the
following objectives:

(i) To strengthen staff and institutional capabilities for the
identification of public service manpower ceilings,

requirements and training needs;

(ii) To improve the public service manpower planning., training and
manpower budgeting process by reviewing and updating

existing forms3 approaches, activities and procedures for

the preparation of manpower ceilings and the preparation and

submission of manpower requests and the allocation of posts;

(iii) To identify the 4~year (1986/87)-1990/91 manpower
requirements for the various ministries by scale.

II. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION

Attendance

6. Thirty-eight Senior officials from the below listed Mnistries and
Government Departments participated in the Workshop. Also in attendance

was a representative from the National Income, Manpower and Employment Council

Ministries:

Agriculture

Local Government and Lands

Commerce and Industrv

Mineral Resources and Water Affairs

Education

Health

Labour and Home Affairs

State President

Works, Transport and Communications

Finance and Development Planning

Departments

Auditor General

Administration of Justice
External Affiixrs

Organization

7. Participants met in plenary over a five day period and considered

nine interelated issues on manpower planning, organization and methods,

training, job evaluation with the aim of strengthening public service manpower

planning and allocation capabilities in Botswana. Accordingly, papers on the

following topics were presented by a team of resource persons and discussed

during the plenary sessions:

(i) The nature and scope of human resources management for

development: implications for manpower planning in Botswana.
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(ii) Determinants of Departmental manpower ceiling- under NDP 6:

(iii) The Manpower allocation and budgeting process in the pjublic
Srvice: Issues and Problems.

(iv) Organization and Methods (O&M) practices and the

manpower budgeting process.

(v) The objective and Importance of job evaluation in Manpower

Budgeting and Planning:.

(v±) Procedures and guidelines for submission of Manpower Budget

Requests.

(vii) Preparation of Ministerial Manpower Plans within the Manpower

Planning and Budgeting Process.

(viii) A review of public service training co-ordination, policies and

prospects in Botswana.

(ix) Manpower planning and budgeting: triplications for the niaragement

of training in Botswana.

8. Participants spent a full day following the presentation on the

preparation of Ministerial manpower plans within the process to produce 4 year
estimates of manpower requirements (1987-1991) for their respective Ministries
by Departments. To facilitate the exercise, the following documents were

provided to the participants:

(i) A dummy model comprising - a manpower needs matrix;

(ii) Estimates of wastage rates by Department and Ministry;

(iii) Manning tables for each Ministry by Department;

(iv) An indicative DPSM manpower plan for 1987-1991.

9. Written individual suggestions for improving the level of effectiveness

in the development and allocation of public service personnel within the
framework of national development objectives and plans were prepared and
presented by the participants. These were focused on the major issues

raised and discussed during the Workshop. The suggestions were synthezised by
the Workshop Co-ordinating Team and discussed in plenary to constitute the

reconmendations of the Workshop. The report of the Workshop was discussed

and adopted in plenary by the participants. Appropriate recommendations were

presented to the Government of Botswana by the participants through the

Director of the Directorate of Public Service Management during the closing

ceremonies.
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III. OPENING

10. The Workshop was opened by the Honourable P.H.K. Kedikllwe,

Minister of Presidential Affairs and Public Administration who gave the

keynote address. Prior to his address, Mr. T. D. MDgamis Director, Directorate
of Public Service Management;, welcomed the participants and informed them of

the reasons and preparations made for the Workshop. He emphasized the

important role of the public service in National Development and stressed that
that role could only be played when the manpower capabilities of the service
where adequate and effective,

11. In his opening remarkss the Hon. Minister stressed the importance
of the Workshop stating that it is about people and it is people that

transform the natural resources of a country and who also provide services

such as health care, justice, education, transportations water, etc. People3

he said, are a countryTs most valuable natural resource and those with skills

to make these transformations are needed the most. He informed the

Workshop that as a consequence, the Government has allocated a very large

portion of its budget to developing this"natural resource,

12. He noted howevers that despite Government's efforts to educate

and train human resources as rapidly as possibles the shortage of skilled
people remains a serious problem in Botswana, stressing that until such

time when sufficient numbers of skilled people are produced, efforts

should be concentrated on the optiroum utilization of the available manpower.

In this regard* he pointed out that several processes to aid the country

in producing skilled manpower and in making the best use of available

manpower existed and urged the Workshop to consider thece in more detail

during its deliberation.

13. Speaking on the relationship between manpower ceilings and
financial ceilings as derived from NDP 6S the Minister singled out two

weaknesses: one, the ceilings indicate only the manpower needs arising from

growth as permitted under the plan; and two3 they identify most occupational

skill needs in the broadest terms, (i.e. group "A" or group"B" posts).

He then suggested that any model designed for manpower budgeting and al

location in the future should have an impact on and benefit from Ministerial

and Departmental planning exercises9 since there are dramatic differences

between manpower Planning on the basis cf growth alone and a planning

exercise which takes into account replacement needs tnat are, in some cases,

more than five times greater than manpower needs arising from growth
alone.

14. He concluded his remarks by re-emphasising that people are the
greatest natural resource available to Botswana and that the manner in

which this resource is developed and used will determine how well the

country and its citizens are best served by the public service. Consequently,

he informed the participants that his Ministry looks forward to the

results of the Workshop with great anticipation. He then called on each
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participating Ministry and Department to come away from the Workshop armed with
fnew tSl^d a set of new ideas on how to maximize the usage of its

power.

> representative fr-n the Unite:! Nations Fccnomic Crnnnissicn

fnew
available manpower

last year.

16 This ma^or development, he said, does not only demand new forms
of development co-operation amonc nations and international ^itutions
but alsocalls for new development strategies and prog^imes which should be
foLsed on maximizing the productive use of African human resources, and
those that take into account the human d^ensi^J^e^^t^°ex?ent to
recovery and development. In this connexion, he noted that the extent to

m
and efficiency in the econor^/

representative expressed satisfaction in the
Lde so f- ^dete^ing the mture ^

Workshop ^ ^^

rthi^nr^^^
capabilities for a stronger human resources management system.

IV. REPORT OF PRESENTATION, DISCUSSIONS AND WORKING SESSION

resources mnwement for developmen
c nature and scope: of

Implications for manpower planning; In Botswana.

esource
from the EGA presented this topic. During the
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human resource base in development stating that-it was the prime initiator

and conductor 1'or the management and Interaction of the various natural
resource bases and that this interaction was necessary to create "development

resources" such as finance, capital, energy and manpower. Two pre-conditions

which ought to be met so as to ensure maximum results from this interplay

were identified: First3 a systematic control over'the flow, type and size

of the given resource must be maintained. Secondly, institutional

arrangements and systems need to be designed and put in place and operation

to ensure that the given resource base is well developed., highly diversified

and efficiently utilized.

19. He noted further that the processes of administration, organization

and programme execution were key factors in ensuring the effectiveness of

human resources management institutions and systems, and that the manpov/er

planner had a significant role to play in the development of these processes.

It was pointed out that the nature of this role should be aimed at establishing

the necessary equilibrium between policies and strategies for human resources

development as v/ell as for matching manpower supplies end demand in accordance

with national objectives2 goals and resources. Another point emphasized was

the role the individual viil have to play in the development and utilization
of his or her inherent human resources such as knowledge, skills, attitudes9 and

physical and mental fitness. It was also emphasized that generally much

depended upon the abilities.of the individuals, who are owners of these

resources, to identify thorp, as productive forces, develop them and to exploit

their inner drive3 Initiative., goals5 desires and curiosity which are

invisible within every human being,

20, Efforts were made during the presentation to define those basic

concepts in human resources management with the view to illustrating its

scope and relevance for development. The definition given were along the

following lines:

Human Resource: This was described as a stock of a nation's human

beings who can be drawn upon to bring about present and future

production and distribution of goods and services and hence like any other

stock of natural resource, the human resource stock should be planned,

developed and utilized on a systematic basis.

P-Tanpower or Human Resources: These were considered as the essential

variables inherent within each unit of a nation1 s human resource stock in

the form of skills, knowledgea attitude, and physical and mental.,

fitness • In other words, these are the resources available to each

human being that can be traded between users and owners to inprove their

respective living conditions. These variables, whose combined effect would

yield a high level of labour productivity if properly developed and utilized3

are interchangeably referred to as "labour" :'human value"s "manpower"

"human power" and "human resources".
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Human Resource Planning: This was regarded as an analytic and systematic

process which provides the basis for determining and monitoring measures and

strategies that vrould manage:

- the in and out-flow of men and women in the present and future

work force;

- the distribution of the work force by sectors3 region and industry, and

- the number of human beings who can be drawn upon for production and

distribution of goods and services for now and the future.

r%npower Planning: This was said to be a systematic and analytic

process which focuses on two areas of concern: One, the process assesses

and determines quantitatively the nation's present and future stock of and

need for skills5 knowledge, attitude, physical and mental fitness by types

and levels indicating gaps and imbalances in accordance with national needs.
Secondly, the process of manpower planning assesses and determines the

quantitative adequacy of health service, food content and intake and school

enrolment and outputs.

21. A number of constraints on the status and effectiveness of human

resources management in Africa were also identified and discussed including the

following:

- Lack of universally acknowledged, accepted and applied operational

definition of human resource and manpower in respect of their scope
and nature;

~ Human resources planning is undertaken in isolation of (i) overall

socio-economic development planning, and (ii) the development,

allocation and productive utilization;

- Piece-meal and singular approach in human resources planning, with

more emphasis on the quantitative balancing of the supply and demand

equations, .and little emphasis on qualitative and mutually supportive

aspects of the process;

- Tendency to regard education and training as the only quality

enhancing factor in human resources development, leaving out the

role of health, nutrition and food3 habitat/environment, productive

employment in a co-ordinated manner;

- Tendency to overstress the formal wage employment sector with little

or no regard to self-employment, self-income generation activities;
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- The paucity of data and institutional arrangements for the collection.,

processing and application of data for human resource management.

22, With specific reference to the process of human resource management

in Botswana and the institutional implications of the issues raised during

the presentation it was noted that a process was in motion upon which a

comprehensive manpower planning process could be built. However, few

suggestions were made for strengthening national institutional and staffing

capabilities vrLth emphasis placed on enlarging the scope and operation of the

National Income, r-fenpower and Employment Council and the Employment Policy

Unit, The Unit should, over a ten year period, take on policy and programme

development and management functions, as well as functions related to data

gathering, processing, storing and reporting,

(b) Determinants of Departmental Manpower CeiJ.ing Under lsiDP6

23. A resource person from the Ministry of Finance and Development

Planning introduced this item, He outlined the process used in the preparation

of the plan, indicating that the Plants preparation started with the writing of

a Keynote Policy Paper by the Ministry of Finance and Development Planning

which outlined the areas of the Government's policy emphasis. On the basis of

these policies3 the Ministry prepared a Pfecro-econanic Paper that contained

a performance forecast of the economy as well as a forecast of Government

financial resources.

2k. Participants were then informed that thj- Gcv;. rrjncr/c{r. bu^t Is
divided into two parts: the development and the recurrent budgets. The

former consists of projects to be implemented during the Plan period while

the latter is constituted by personal emoluments and expenditures on tno items

that are necessary for the discharge of duties by public officers, Given

this division of the Government's budget, the financial allocation for the

individual MInlsterics, are then determined under each budget which amounts to

the determination of financial growth rates fo;: each Mrdstry. It was said

that -che growth rates are based on the expected flow of resources over the

planned period as well as on policy priorities set by the Government.

25. Speaking on the determinants of the. manpower ceiling under NDP 6,

he informed participants that the manpower growth rates for each Ministry

were assumed to be the same as the financial growth rates at Departmental level

unless In exceptional circumstances. He however, cautioned that though the

overall growth rate for the various categories of manpower may differ slightly

from the overall financial grov/th rate due to differences in aggregation, the

use of different growth rates in the exercise could have resulted in an

imbalance between manpower, equipment and other items need to perform their

duties.

26. He concluded by stating that the availability of skilled manpower
remains the major constraint not only in Government but also in the whole-

economy. Kence all efforts must be made to use the existing scarce human

resources with utmost economy if the objectives of NDP 6 are to be realized.



He drew the attention of the Workshop to Government?s declared policy of sharing

the limited output of. skilled personnel from institutions of higher learning

with the private/parastatal sector and local authorities, stating that even

with this, the public sector was also finding it difficult to get the number and

type of manpower it reouired to perform optimum!;/.

27. A number of issues were raised by participants during the discussion

which followed. One major issue discussed was the format and sequences in the

approach used for establishing manpower ceilings over the planned period. On

this issue, several inter-related views were expressed. Participants felt

strongly that very little interaction took place betvreen the Ministry of

Finance and Development Planning, which sets the ceilings; and Sector Ministries

and Departments which must work within those ceilings. It was mentioned that at

times the problem of communication would arise with various parties 3 who are

involved in ceiling determinations not speaking the same language. Another

view expressed relates to the inadecuacy of the allocated time for consultations

which often constrained the undertaking of detailed analysis before arriving

at growth rates and ceiling targets despite the complex nature of the task. The

point was also made that the practice of converting government policies into

quantifiable rates of growth both in terms of finance and manpower needed to be-

further studied with particular attention paid to the question of whether

financial resources should determine poet allocation or the need for post should

determine the financial resources implications.

28. In response to the issue of inadeauate time for analysis which was

raised, the representative from the Ministry of Finance and Development Planning

indicated that time was a relative issue; and a problem of deciding hovr much

time is adequate or not could not be easily resolved particularly within the

context of other constraints. Regarding possible difficulties that could result

from the approach, he reminded the Worlishop that room existed for finding

alternative approaches that could be better than the presents and accordingly

urged participants to come up with suggestions fVom the Workshop that could

help in improving the format and sequence of the- approach. On the question of

the correlation between post determination and resource availability, it was

noted that factors such as priority setting, meeting of competing needs, managing

the relative share of payroll expenditure to total recurrent budgets and the need to

enhance the productive use of existing posts, should be given greater' thoughts since

they would all influence any analysis to be made on the question.

29. The second major Issue raised and discussed centered on the nature and

validity of the basic assumptions which gave rise to the- established ceilings. A

crucial question was what would or should happen to the determined ceilings if

any one or all of the assumptions fail to hold due to factors such as a major

inflow of external resources5 natural calamity5 a sudden boost in the economy,

government policies, etc. On tills question, mention was made of the forthcoming

mid-term review which could provide possible answer to this pre-occupatlon. Others

spoke of the need for flexibility clauses to be built in the process not only

In anticipation of these changes, but also to deal with the fact that some-

Ministries are more labour intensive In nature than others, and would accordingly

require a steeper manpower prowth rate than those that are not labour intensive.
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(°) Manpower budgeting- process in the public service: Issues and

30. In introducing this topic, a resource person from the Manpower Planning
Budgeting and Research Division in the Directorate of Public Service Management
highlighted some of the basic issues and problems associated with the manpower

budgeting process. Briefing participants on the origin and objectives of the

process he said it began in 1979 and is aimed at achieving the follov.dnp- three
primary objectives:

(i) to optimize the use and distribution of scarce human resources within
the public service;

(ii) to rationalize and monitor the growth rate of public service
employment in relation to the availability of human and financial

resources; and

(iii) to overcome the problem of vacancies.

31_ The Workshop was briefed on the workings of the process. The approach used and
sequencies of activities were explained and clarifications given when requested.

It was noted that the sequencies of events within the process are as follows:

(i) Submission of Ministries/Departments manpower requirements to D.pSM.

(ii) Submissions are reviewed and discussed with concerned Ministries and/or
Departments within the context of NDP 6.

(iii) Arising from the review and discussion, manpower ceilings are set.

(iv) Established ceilinrs are submitted to Cabinet for approval.

(v) DPSI1 begins the analysis of requests from various Ministries for new
posts.

(vi) Finalization of Ministries1 ceilings.

(vii) Costing; of new posts by the Ministry of Finance and Development
Planning.

(viii) Ceilings with their financial implications are submitted to
Parliament for approval.

32. The representative identified a number of problems usually encountered

by the Directorate of Public Service Management in administering the process which

in turn constrained its level of effectiveness. Problems identified were as
follows:

(i) The large number of returning trainees who were not originally budgeted
for, but who must now be placed in public service employment so as to

ensure a return on investments made by Government on them;
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(ii) Inadequate co-ordination and collaboration between the various organs
responsible for determining training needs, approving; training funds,
and approving training programmes and locations

(ill) The tendency to approve development and additional projects with
little attention paid to its ijTipact on recurrent manpower ana

financial budgets;

(iv) Periodic requests for additional posts above ceiling arising from
re-organization of existing Plinistries and/or Cabinet decisions;

(v) The tendency to maintain and carry a high vacancy rate over time thereby
tying up allocated money which in itself is a scarce commodity;

(vi) Difficulties Ministries have in adhering to the guidelines of NDP. 6
due mostly to the problems of returning trainees s additional development

projects and re-organization;

(vii) The untimely submission of the Manpower Budget (MB) request forms
which have far reaching implicications for the various Sub-cornrnttets

in their respective vrork;

(viii) Lack of information on the part of the DPSH on the type and size of
staff deployment. Associated with this is also the lack of adequate ^
comparable information on staffing ratios in relation to tne nature 01
the'services to be nrovided by the riinistry/Department concerned;

(ix) The tendency for Ministries to give Inadequate consideration to

redeployment of staff in cases of need or to finding ways of increasing
productivity without increasing number of stafi' as jnitial steps

meeting those needs;

33. The Workshop then proceeded to consider a few solutions thr-t, if
implemented, could ease the destabilising impact of the identified problems
on the operation of the process. Among those proposed for discussion ana endorsee

were the following:

(i) The need to eliminate vacant and/or redundant posts by considering
measures such as filling, them as timely as possible through recruitment
or redeployment, or by trading them for other posts, or by eliminating
them after a time lapse given the associated opportunity cost for
tying up resources. Accordingly,, a system will have to be developed
capable of identifying the extent to which Ministries and Departments

carry vacant and redundant posts with the view of improving the

process;

(ii) Consideration should be given to providing ;finistries and Departments

with some measure of relief in implementing essential projects by
excluding from the manpower ceilings those fully-funded posts that r.ro

required for specific designated-term project, Tne present system
whereby these posts are included within the manpower ceiling is
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restrictive. The reasons for including them within the ceiling have

been that of accountability particularly for expatriate personnel, which

includes implications for the overall recurrent budget in terns of housing,

schools, etc. If applied properly, the advantages of excluding these posts

from the manpower ceiling will not only allow certain projects to be

undertaken, but will also allow Departments and Ministries to utilize their

planned growth for other competing essential activities. These posts could

be reflected in the normal establishment register but classified as outside

the ceiling while their approval could be the subject of the normal estimates

procedures, i.e. they would need to be justified and approved just like

regularly funded, posts. However, the posts would disappear after the

project is completed.

(iii) Ministries/Departments should be encouraged and guided in development of

training and manpower plans that are integrated with Government growth

targets. In order for training to be justifiable and relevant to the needs

of Government, a mechanism should be established among the Training Division^

the Manpower Planning Budgeting and Research Division, and the MBDP Budget

Administration Unit, to ensure that the allocation of training funds is In

conformity with approved training plans and manpower ceilings. This calls for

better co-ordination of training: activities3 programmes and policies.

(iv) The impact of development expenditures on recurrent manpower ceilings needs
to be studied more closely. It is a complex picture and besides, It is an

indication of poor planning to embark on development projects that would be

ineffective because of future budget limitations. The country requires

development projects to improve the socio-economic well being of Botswana

and its people and such projects required manpower to implement them,

particularly in the initial stages. But how much of that manpower is needed

in subsequent years, is a question with implications for manpower and financial

budgets that should be addressed now. The impact of the projected demand

for services on the demand for manpower (and its attendant monetary costs)

arising out of the- development projects Is just one aspect of the picture

to be studied. Changes in occupational structure with new skill requirements

as projects move from development to maintenance is another aspect that

needs to be studied.

(v) Efforts should be made by all concerned to ensure the timely submission of

manpower budget forms. This will enable the Directorate of Public Service

Management to make a more objective assessment of Departmental requests and

facilitate the work of the relevant Sub-committees. To obviate the problem of

late submission of manpower budget forms, the Directorate is planning to

start the Financial Year 1988/89 budget process a month earlier which

will give Departments more time within which to fill in the forms.

To optimize manpower utilization, Ministries should be encouraged to more

frequently redeploy staff on temporary basis to meet short and medium-term,

needs for skilled workers. In addition to contributing to increased productlvlt;

and lower employment growth in the Public Sector generally, moving people

around on these short to medium-term assignments benefits the the Ministry

and the individual employee. The Ministry benefits by having a person with
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ltnown sld.lls who is familiar with administrative procedures, thus

acqulrinp skills v/ith a minimum of orientation. The individual

benefits by gaining new experiences 3 beinr stimulated by new

challenges, and increased opportunities for promotion. Inter-

goverrncnt moMllty lias a rippling effect, because it exposes

other employees to new responsibilities and experiences as the

functions (and the post) of the transferee are filled by someone

else.

(vii) Efforts should be made to enforce measures that would make
Ministries adhere to the guidelines and ceilings developed

through the manpower budgeting process as best as possible.

If the process is to achieve the objectives of effectively using ^ .

existing manpower and of ensuring that training and development

are appropriate to the needs of the country within the budgetary

constraints as prescribed by NDP 6, then the guidelines and

ceilings should be followed as closely as possible except in

extreme cases of urgent and unforseen developments affecting

national interests. Additionally,these measures would allow

Ministries to optimize training and development opportunities,

and use existing human resources more efficiently.

3^- During the discussion3 participants concerns were focused mainly
on issues such as the treatment of project posts3 request for new posts,

filling of vacant posts and the seouence of activities. Clarification was

sought as to how to handle project posts particularly for thos3 projects

occuring within the plan period, those requiring counterpart local staff,

and those terminating during the planned period but with follow-up activities

after termination. Some of the views expressed on this Issue suggest that

the type of posts and the length of the project could determine the way in

which these posts should be treated. A concern raised was the practice by

many Departments to request new posts for the purpose of implementing promotion

exercises and accomodating unplanned programmes and returning job seekers in
support of the localization and other policies. One suggestion made to

deal with this problem was to rearrange the compilation "of the Establishment
Register. For example, grades of the same scale in Groups A and B, such as

GA6/5/4; GA3/2/1; PR4/3/2/V; etc. could be clustered to establish a
consolidated ceiline for each clustery e.g. GA3/2/1/ would equal 30 posts

over a certain plan period. Consequently, advancements by my of promotion
within a particular group would not culminate in a request for additional
posts.

35. The Workshop recognized the difficulties usually encountered in
filling vacant posts. Fears were expressed that the time lapse was unduly
long and the system cumbersome. The need to review the system was emphasized

as well as the need for ensuring the maximum use of existing filled posts

to meet organizational needs. Also emphasized was the need for the exchange

of views and sharing of common problems between the Ministries and the
Directorate of Public Service Management on matters relating to recruitment with
the objective of minimizing the time lapse.as best as possible. Regarding the
question of the order of activities, it was observed that submitting
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established ceilings to Cabinet for approval (step H)3 or before costing new

posts (step 7)3 could leave little room for negotiations given the difficulty
in over-riding Cabinet decisions. The- wish was expressed that the required
analysis and cost implications should have proceeded the fourth activity so

as to provide a better and more realistic picture of the need for new posts.

(d) Organization and Method (O&M) practices and the- manpower budgeting
process

36. Two members of the O&M Unit in the Directorate of Public Service
Management introduced this topic. The first speaker spoke of the purpose
and methodology for undertaking an O&M review exercise and examined how the
process relates to manpower needs assessment and utilization. The second

briefed participants on the current role of O&K in the annual manpower
budgeting exercise and explained the elements on the existing forms used
in the exercise. During their presentation, the practical nature of the
exercise was emphasised on the grounds that the primary concerns which gave

rise to the exercise are themselves practical in nature. The Workshop was
informed that the on-going O&M review, which covers organization reviews of
all Ministries and systems and methods reviews of major activities as well as
local government and parastatal organisations is aimed at assisting '
Ministries to:

(i) Define and introduce national level objectives of Ministries
and Departments in terms of rationalizing their existance,

expected outputs and contribution to national development.

(ii) Define and introduce national level

functions3 which are essential for and must be carried out in
order to attain the organisations' objectives. These functions, ■
stated in terms of tasks and activities (their nature, volume, .
spread, complexity, sensitivity, etc) will form the primary

basis for determining resource (r^anpewer, funds9 facilities3
materials, etc.) requirements of each Ministry/Department.

(iii) Design sound organisation structures through which the
riinistry/Department functions are logically grouped and distributed
and their inter-actions effectively integrated and co-ordinated.
Such organisational framework should facilitate smooth

communication flow, reporting relationships, improve speed and
quality of decision making .and generally make the- co-ordination,

direction and evaluation more effective. The structures should
provide built-in flexibility to allow for its adaption to the
ever changing environmental needs.
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(iv) Systematically review and improve efficiency of the

Ministerial and Departmental management practices and

administrative systems and methods, within and between the

Ministries as well as between Ministries and their field

offices.

(v) Develop organisational and procedure manuals which will

contain full particulars of organisation objectives and

functions and how these functions are to be performed. Such

manuals to be used for on-the-job training and staff development

as well as standard reference guides.

37. It was noted that the methodology used for providing the above

assistance was problem oriented in concept and pragmatic in its application

with all efforts made to ensure that the client Ministries adequately

understood the purpose and got fully Involved. The sequence of steps

taken in this exercise were highlighted and noted by the Workshop in the
following order:

(i) Assist Ministries in defining national level objectives;
discuss and agree on these objectives at highest level.

(ii) Assist Ministries in defining their national level major
functions in specific terms; discuss and agree on the functions at
highest level.

(iii) Assist Ministries in defining their respective current
organisation arrangement and develop an appropriate organisation

chart; discuss and agree on current organisation arrangement.

(iv) Analyse the current situation using appropriate analysis tools
designed for the purpose; identify strengths and weaknesses;

produce report on current status; discuss and agree on current

situation at highest level.

(v) Develop outline improvement proposals aimed at solving the known
problems and improving overall effectiveness of the Ministry;
proposals to cover all aspects of Ministry functions as well as

structural alternatives^ discuss in detail the proposals and

reach some agreement at highest level,

(vi) Translate the outline proposals into a draft report; discuss
and agree on draft report with the head of Ministry/Department;

submit draft report for consideration of O&M Reference Group3

chaired by Permanent Secretary to the President; amend report

as appropriate.

(vii) Prepare final report for consideration of the Cabinet; amend
as necessaryj

(viii) Assist in Implementing the approved recommendation, using this
methodology, organisation reviews of the Ministeries of Health;
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Commerce and Industry; Labour and Home Affairs; Works,

Transport and Communications; and the Directorate of Public

Service Management have been completed so far. Reviews of remaining

Ministries have reached an advanced stage of progress.

38. Speaking on the relevance of O&M to manpower planning, the point

was made that in the assessment of manpower needs, factors such as

organisation's purposes, goals, objectives, functions, structures,
activities and system efficiency do play a major role in the type and

quantity of manpower required. By the same token, O&M review exerciser

are basically concerned with defining, designing and effecting those same

factors in so far as they relate to the organisation's effectiveness.
The point was equally made in relation to the utilization aspect of manpower

planning. Tn this regard, the Workshop noted four broad areas relating

to manpower deployment that have close relevance to O&M functions. These

were: (i) seeking clarity on deployment arrangement; (ii) productive

utilization of manpower; (iii) performance evaluation; and (iv) the mechanism
for monitoring manpower utilization.

39. Finally, the Workshop was briefed on the current role of the O&M

Unit in the manpower planning process. It was said that this role involves
(i) the assessment of overall additional manpower needs in the light of

possible new functions, changes in priorities, organization and major
systems and methods and finding ways of balancing the demand to supply and

(ii) scrutiny and creation of new public service posts taking due note of
the job purpose, organization arrangement, job content, work methods and

the relationship between the requested new post to existing manpower.

The presentation ended by posing two relevant questions to be debated by

the Workshop. (a) is there too much emphasis being placed on improving

processes for assessing additional manpower needs and very little (if any)

on ensuring that the available manpower is optimally utilised; (b) Hew

to understand and appreciate better the user ministries/departments

manpower needs and situations creating these needs.

40. A number of specific issues arising out of the presentation were

discussed. Firstly the participants appreciated the approach taken in

conducting the O&M exorcise. There was general agreement that the reviews

of organisation objectives, functions and structures and rationalisation

of work systems and methods have a great deal of relevance in assessing

need for available manpower. The Workshop felt that future manpower growth

and needs of the Public Service cannot be assessed in isolation of

thorough assessment of the extent of productive utilisation cf the available
manpower resources. There was often too much emphasis on and very little

attention being given to proper utilisation of the available resources.

There was, therefore, need to properly effective mechanism should be

introduced for ensuring that the present manpower is optimally deployed.

As a logical consequence of the O&M reviews, standard staffing patterns

should be developed for various regular functions within ministries.

Secondly, the evaluation exercise to bo undertaken before the O&M exercise

is completed, a need existed for further restructuring of jobs. Some

could lead to confusion and wasted time, resources and efforts particularly

if there is inadequate collaboration between the two Units directly

responsible for both exercises. In response, the Workshop was assured that
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the two Units, both located within the Directorate of Public Service

Management, were working in close collaboration and that any required

changes which could have resulted from the situation may not be as significant

as feared.

41. The third issue raised focussed on observations made by those involvcc

with the OSM exercise from various Ministries. The point was made that much

time was used up for meeting the requirements of the exercise. The

discussion which evolved pointed to the need for striking a balance between

too little time for full participation and too much time for over-participa

tion, and the need to do all that is possible to speed up the completion

of the exercise. In addition, a view was expressed to ensure that the

exercise takes into account the realities of the country. It was felt that

a debate which went beyond the time setting issue into finding real

contingency plans that could reflect there realities could be most useful In

dealing with the issue. Reacting to this observation and the various

views expressed, the representative from the O&M Unit, gave some reasons

why he felt the approach of full participation was desirable and why speecJ-nc,

up the completion process could present some difficulties in its implementation

Among the reasons given were the complex nature of the task which could evo-;

become more complex nature of the task which could even become more complex

depending on the nature and characteristics of the concerned Ministries and

shortage of manpower capabilities to carry out the detailed activities of tie

exercise including assisting those Ministries whose programmes have been

completed in their implementation.

42. Lastly when discussing the practical aspects of relevance of OSM to^

staff need assessment, the Workshop was informed that a logical and practical
method of determining manpower needs of any public service organisation voulC

involve answering the following sequence of basic questions. It should,

however, be noted that answering the question of how much manpower requires (o)

before answering the questions (a) to (d), particularly the (c) and (d) wouia

amount to 'placing the cart before the horse' in the manpower budgeting process

(a) why does the organisation exist? are its objectives and goals relev.vnU

and clear?

(b) What essential functions must the organisation undertake to achieve .\ts

objectives? are functions divided into appropriate tp.sk and activiti-s?

(c) How are the functions carried out? (i) are functions properly

and distributed to form a sound organisation structure; (ii) are work

systems and methods efficient and effective in terms of when, where rsirL

how to perform; and (iii) are performance standards in terms of quantity

and quality of output established?

(d) How much is the work load? are frequency, volume, spread etc. of wcrk

assessed?

(e) Who. performs the tasks? are tasks and activities grouped into job

types? are job contents, requirements and grades defined? how many

posts for each job, etc.
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(e) Objective and Importance of job evaluation In manpower budgeting and

planning:

43. Introducing this topic3 a representative from the Job Evaluation Unit

in the Directorate of Public Service Pianagement told participants that the

general reasons for introducing ,iob evaluation into any organization are

linked to finding a tool to secure and monitor the objective of '''equal pay foi-

work of equal value.!S With particular reference to Botswana =, he stated that

the primary reasons for introducing the process in the country were to

establish an objective mechanism for ranking and rewarding jobs according to

their level of responsibility, and to rationalize the pay structure. Accordingly,

the process in Botswana does not actually set a rate of pay to any job but,

through a ranked system of levels of responsibility for all jobsa serves as

a guide for the distribution of available finance within the parameters

established by Government policy3 the local labour market, and what Botswana

can afford to spend,

i}4. In addition, participants were told that the development of job

descriptions and job evaluation provides scope for identifying and securing

significant additional benefits, in particular with regard to the information

which is then made available for analysis5 evaluation., review, and revision.

Such information base3 he said3 facilitates decision making on organisational

and structuring issues such as:

(i) the distribution of tasks and responsibilities to jobs5 ensuring

that these support the organisational objectives and functions>

(11) the relevance and efficiency of reporting relationships, including

the number of levels in the organisational hierarchy and the spans

of control of managers;;

(iii) the grouping of functions and related jobs to form teams3 sections,

or departments3 and the grouping of departments into the total

Public Service organisation;

(iv) the delegation of authority to make decisions.

45. He briefed the Workshop on a number of problems which have emerged

from the job evaluation exercise so far and those that have relevant

implications for manpower management in Botswana. Identified and discussed

were the following;
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(i) postholders were not always able to describe their duties and

responsibilities, or the reporting relationship of their post;

(ii) managers at different levels of the organisation had substantially

different view of the organisation structure operating in the

Department;

(iii) some Pleads of Department could not explain fully what the deployment

of vacant posts would be, or indeed what duties and responsibilities

would be undertaken;

(iv) Departments continue to bid for -oosts when they cannot specify

the deployment of those posts, ana hcive not analysed the implications

of existing posts and structure;

(v) existing schemes of service wore being misapplied: staff were

progressing to senior grades on the basis of qualification or

length of service in post, yet continuing to undertake the same-

duties and responsibilities:

(vi) there were many examples of inappropriate organisational

structures, with instances of one-over-one reporting

relationships, or impossible spans of control;

(vii) many technical or professional jobs had only a small element of

such work in their duties and responsibilities.

46. Problems related to poor organizational structures, organizational

choices and contingencies and their impact on manpower planning and budgeting

as well as for job evaluation were considered. Speaking on the nature of

jobs, issues such as cluster of duties and responsibilities, job design and

redesign, skills and knowledge requirements and applications and the scope

for changes due to internal and external forces were explained and their

implications for manpower planning amplified.

^7. A distinction was made between a traditional and a more diagnostic
model for manpower planning within the context of the process of job evaluation

primarily to illustrate its importance to the manpower planning process, and

to guide against the making of wrong decisions. It was pointed out that the

traditional model envisages, as an objective, a perfect equilibrium between

manpower demand, in terms of numbers and general skill categories, and manpower

supply; and that the model can only assist in the identification of gaps.

Looking at manpower planning in its broadest senses he emphasized that

mathematical models are an aid and not an answer. On the other hand, a more

diagnostic approach would bring into balance a number of factors which

implies that manpower planning is a stage in the management process

rather tlian an end in itself.
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48. The resource person concluded by stressing the inportance of
considering manpower planning as a live activity in human resource management,
and not as a closed statistical or financial exercise. Consequently,
manpower plans should be responsive to service objectives3 which my also serve
to influence objective formulation and adaptation. However, the key elements
in a successful manpower planning and utilisation process are the organisation
and the job. The requirement is to meet the needs of the service in the
most efficient and effective way, and this means meeting, as far as possible,
the needs of the individual in post. He then un~ed the Workshop to come up

with suggestions that would ensure the implementation of the recommendations
set out in the report on the Phase II Job Evaluation Programme s and the
consequent needs for organizational review, and job review and possible redesign,
with the aim to providing an opportunity for managers to improve the
effectiveness of their organisations.

^ 49, During the discussion^ a number of questions and issues were raised.

Participants wanted to know for example, the extent to which the private
sector's going wage rate influences the analysis and allocation of jobs
and wondered if incentive packages co-did be used in the public sector
for areas where recruitment seem to prove difficult. The" question of the
impact the job evaluation ex^r-ei^e woulC have on the schemes of service was
raised and what policy implications could result. On the latter issue, the
Workshop was informed that there would be no dramatic impact; but that the
question of the pull effect of the private sector is a real one and ways
should be found to minimise that effect.

50. me worjusnup expi-ebSeu a^ep concern over the question of who is or

should be responsible for writing ;°ob descriptions and what type of

specialized skills or-: requires for dotr^ -o, Participants wanted to know
also if the DPSM Job Evaluation Unit could assist various Ministries in this
task as and when the need arises. In response to the first point, it was
explained that the greater share of responsibility for writing job descriptions
was with individual Ministries. Tills meant that analysts will have to be
selected and trained by Ministries to perform the task with the assistance
of DPSM. Regarding the extent of this assistance, the Workshop was informed

of DPSM limitations to go as fsr as it v-ould have wished to go. First,

functions entrusted to the Unit are service oriented. Secondly, finding skilled
and professional people uC scrongthen th^ ttjsvs capacity could present a
problem even if the post ceilings were higher.

51. While resonding to a question as to whether there 3re weaknesses in
a job evaluation exercise,, the Workshop notod that when undertaking a job
evaluation exercise, neoDle could easily be subjective in their decisions
thereby rendering the exercise less meaningful . One related issue which was
discussed is the tendency for the person in post to have a different perception
of what is to be done ao expressed in the- job description. fiirases such
as "initiate action", "collaborate with", "formulate plans and programmes",
etc. which are cannon in "terms of references" often do mean different things
to different people with respect to their operational scope and expected outputs.
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52 • Other issues discussed were focused on the,..consequences of the

exercise on promotion degrading of existing posts and relating post .grading

to geographic location and scope of operation. It v:as felt that the job evalua

tion exercise should take into account possible frustration that could arise

if a person, say, was promoted but was still assigned the same functions. On

the question of down grading posts3 participants wanted to know if a system

for redress existed should the staff in question wish to do so. This was

answered in the affirmative.

(f) Procedures and guidelines for submission of manpower budget request

53 . A representative from the Ifonpower Planning3 Budgeting, and Research

Division of the Directorate of Public Service Management presented this agenda

item. He explained the detailed components contained in each of the seven

forms (see annex III(a) and (b)) required by the Directorate of Public Service

I'/fenagement to facilitate the manpower budgeting process. He pointed out that

this year the time required for completing them will be about four weeks.

The forms together with their respective components, are as follows:

Form MB 1 - Proposed Overall Establishment showing approved

establishments5 latest posts filled and vacant and

proposed establishment by groups.

Form MB 2 - Deployment of Filled and Vacant Posts showing approved

establishment by post title, grade3 geographic location, number

of vacant posts, and number and date of recruitment action.

Forfeited Posts showing approved establishment by post title,

grade, group, number to be forfeited and reason for forfeiture.

Staff on Training showing trainee by present grade level3 status

of post assignment, field of training, starting and ending dates

of training, expected post and its grade level and location

of institution.

Proposed Training showing trainee b;y field of training, starting

and ending of course3 expected post and its grade level3 location

of training and justification.

Application for New Posts showing title of new post by grades

group, number requested, justification and possible source of

recruitment.

ffenpower Needs for Development Projects during Planned Period

showing project numbers post title, grade, field of study or

experience and number needed over the planned period.

Form MB 3

Form MB 4

Form MB 4b -

Form MB 5a -

Form MB 5b -
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54 . During the disoussion9 participants expressed concern over a number

of issues. One major concern related to the question of the expediency in

incorporating within the planning process unforeseen Batswana self-sponsored

students or experienced citizens who may come from abroad secldng public

service employment but for whom budgetary arrangements were not made. Various

views were given on this issue. One view was that there was a need for greater

dissemination of information through available channels, including Embassies,

which could improve the situation as the concerned citizen would be better

aware of the Botswana labour market and apply well in advance of his return.

Another view was that the responsibility be placed upon the returnee to make

contact in securing a public service post when he/she comes home. A third

view called for finding ways and means to develop contingency plans within the

framework of the Graduate Allocation Committee.

55. Another issue raised was focused on the difficulties that could result

during the filling of the forms particularly Form MB 2 given the employment

size and wide employee dispersion for some of the Ministries such as Education,

Agriculture3 Healths £tc. It was also stated that the lack of readily available

data could complicate this difficulty. It was further noted that though the

difficulty was apparent, a need existed for such information which would not

only aid the budgeting process but would also guide managers of Departments and

Ministries on the formulation and implementation of their respective manpower

development and utilization programmes and strategies. Besidess a concern was

expressed on the difficulties the Directorate of Public Service Management could

have in processing on time the bulky documents that could result from the

exercise in the light of resource constraints during this manpower budgeting

year. Accordingly, the Workshop felt that more thoughts will have to be given

to Form MB2 and its place in the budgeting process in the hope of finding a

practical balance.

56. A third issue discussed related to procedural matters. It was felt

that the proposed sequence of events which meant the submission of Form TIB 6,

which contains detailed justification for requested now-postss long after the

submission of Form MB 5a and after the decision of cabinet on the request could

probably prove frustrating. On the contrary, participants felt that all the

necessary justification should be made along with the request on Form MB 5a to

guide Cabinet in its decision making which ought to lenow as much as possible all

the implications of the request right from the start. An associated concern

expressed was the need for greater co-ordination among and/or participation

of the various key Units of DPSM during the committee's hearings so as to ensure

greater efficiency and miniinum redudancy.

57 On the question of seauence of activities, it was explained that Form

MB 6 was reauired not for the- determination of the number of posts to be allocated

to Department, but to assist in the grading of the allocated posts which would

have been approved by Cabinet. Nevertheless, the point was well taken with

regards to providing adequate justification in support of new request vrhich

could if necessary, mean the use of additional sheets to /justify the reauest

made on MB 5a. Among the associated advantages of the sequence highlighted

during the explanation, is the point that Departments would now concentrate on

providing detailed justification including job descriptions for only those posts

that are approved by Cabinet.
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(g) Preparation of ^^^^^i1manpower plans within the manpower planning and

budgeting process

58 Tills agenda item was presented by two officers of the Manpower Planning,
Budgeting and Research Division in the Directorate of Public Service Management,

In introducing the topic, four major points were stressed;

(i) that a manpower plan was necessary to get managers thinking

about their present and future manpower needs and flows in

order to guide the formulation and execution of training and

recruitment programmes that are relevant to fulfill organizational

needs ?

(ii) that such a plart should not ho considered as an action document

exclusively but as a guiding document as well;

(iii) that alternative ways such as temporary re-deployment from within,

greater staff collaboration etc., be found to maximize the use of

existing manpower;and

(iv) that replacement needs, often left out in the planning process,

need to be given more serious attention.

59. The Workshop considered two broad issues in relation to the preparation

of the sector manpower plans. The first was the issue of format and the stconc,

the construction of the planning model. Cn the first, a preliminary indicative

manpower plan for the Directorate cf Public Service Management (see Annex IV)

was circulated to Participants to illustrate the various sub-sections of^the

plan format. Broadly, the sections are the introduction, a macro-analysis

section, staffing profile as at the time of preparing the plan, a micro-

analysis section containina the elements of the nodel, anc a section on

suggestions for meeting resulting manpower needs.

CO. Regarding the second issue, i.e. the construction of the model, the

Workshop reviewed fundamental assumptions which support the model and the

methodology used for its construction. It was pointea out that in practice

these basic assumptions could vary depending on Ministry of Department

perceptions of their cvn manpower issues. Th so basic assumptions used in

constructing the model during the Workshop were as follows:

- NDP 6 Ceilings are the manpower targets for 1990/91=

- The NDP 6 vacancy rate of 5 percent will be achieved by 1990/91.

-- Localisation of all public service posts is a prime objective for

the short and long term.

- Wastage (termination or attrition) rates will be the same as the

average of rates that occuroc: over the 6 year period, 1980/81 - 1935/86.
- The distribution of Department posts by scale in 1BS6/87 will retain

similar proportions throughout tte remainder of i'TDF 6.

- Departments that have currently exceeded their 1990/91 targets will

regain at the present levels of establishment.
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6l"; In considering~~tiie-T*erth^!^gy^ major
sources of data and. components of the model. Some basic data were derived

from the January 19E7 computerized payroll record and the growth targets from

the National Development Plan 6. Wastage rates and establishment data by scale

for each Department and Ministry were provided by DPSM. Together, these two

sources provided the key information needed to simulate the model for the

various sectors. Components of the model reviewed were the Scale, Manpower

Ceilings for 1986/87 and 1990/91, Vacancies- Expatriate employment, and Wastage

(Attrition). The description and derivation of these components were explained

to participants along the following lines:

Scale:

The occupational skills of employees were described by scale since a

detailed occupational classification system is not generally available for

the Botswana Public Service. It was noted that though the broad categories of

General Administration, Professional and Technical cadres are inadequate for

effective recruitment and training, they are an improvement over using the

broader categories of Group A, Group B, etc. Additionally, historical inpost

and termination dr.ta are available for posts by scale, which enables wastage

rates to be computed for these categories.

In order to project Department establishments by scale to 1990/91 (such

projections are not available from the NDP 6), the proportional distribution of

posts by scale in 1986/87 were applied to the 19P0/91 establishment targets.

These distributions were adjusted, where known, to actual target figures e.g.

teachers, nurses, police, game wardens and prison warders.

Ceilings;

These were defined by the growth targets established in NDP 6. In

practice, Departments which have already exceeded their 1990/91 targets

will be assigned for the purposes of planning, their current (1986/87) ceiling as

their NDP 6 end targets. The difference between the two ceilings represents

manpower needs resulting from growth alone over the remainder of NDP 6.

Vacancies:

This component identifies manpower required tc fill vacant posts.

Data on 1986/87 vacancies by scale and Department, for the exercise, were taken

from the payroll record of January, 1987. Vacancies is the difference between

ceiling and inpost figures for that year. For 1990/91, the illustrative

model assumed a 5 percent vacancy rate, which in fact is the NDP 6 target fcr

the end year of the plan.

Expatriates:

This component identifies the number of Batswana needed to complete

localization of posts in the tswana Public Service. Data on employment of

expatriates by scale and Department were from the payroll record of January,

1987. The model excludes expatriates for whom no scale is assignee, such as

some fully funded adviser posts.
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The model assumed 100 percent localization by 1990/91. It was
however, cautioned that this was an unrealistic assumption for most Ministries

but was used to simplify the process for this exercise In P**;tice
however. Departments should_factor in more realistic reauction rate in the

liaht of manpower availability.

Wastacre i i

Wastage (or attrition) identifies manpower required to reP^^ople
expected to leave the public service over the remaining years of NDF 6
Wastaae rates were obtained by computing the average wastage rate for each sc... -
' - • -i t-\r\r>r\ ol 1 OQC /PRi Thf* TritCE VG1TO ClGriVSC
each Department for a 6 year period (1980.81 - 1985/86}= The rate. v.t.

from yearlv termination and inpost data- compdled from the computer payroll
records of those vcars. Termination data were taken to be the number of peool,
who left the public service during the financial year* , Inpost data were tnt
number of people expected to be on the payroll record as of the end of March

in each of those years.

62, To better illustrate the construction of the model, Table l_below was
constructed during the session with participants fitting the various component

together for the professional carde in a hypothetical Department.
(Explanation of how the table- was constructed is found in the Annex V) It
was noted that, in practice, the oxpercise would be done for each scale in we,
De'arSnt The scale totals would then be aggregated to obtain total Department
manpower needs bv scale which would then be added to obtain total Ministry
manpower needs and eventually summed up to obtain total public service manpower

needs.

63. In reacting to the model, participants were concerned with two mam issud,.

First, the arbitrary distribution efpostsfer components such as vacancies ,.,oFirst, the arbitrary distribution cf posts p

inoost between the beginning and ending years of the plan penoo could
some practical problems - particularly for management decision making On >-is
issue! it was explained that the flexible nature of the moc.cl would ««ju.
the degree of the anticipated problems. Other concerns expressed relate* to
those factors which impact on the trend and magnitude of wastage rates such ,s
expatriate departures, highly specialized professxcnal turn-over rate etc
The view was expressed that, should the problW become real some correctiv
factor would have to be built into the wastage rate calculation. Thu workshop
was howler assured that it is unlikely that the problem would beco«; a rea
one since adviser posts were excluded from the initial bas, in the calculations

t>~™^™« of the One Day Working Session on constructing the model
6~ With the assistance of the DPSM, participants spent all oay
26 March constructing models of manpower requirements for their ^
Ministries and Departments over the remaining years cf NDP6. In addition
to using data on wastage rates and -1990/91 seal, ceilings, which -re P o -
by DPSM? participants extracted from the January 1937 computer payroll recce
the information on 1986/37 scale ceilings, number of vacancies, ana the

number of expatriates in substantive oosts.

65 at the conclusion of the exercise, total manpower requirements from
Ministry and Departmental modeis were compared to the Rational Mode preparec
by DPSf-<: Pfter making some adjustments, it was seen that the results ^er
comparable, indicating that the participants had grasPec ^essential for.u ,
..L^,™ for constructing a model cf manpower requirements The result
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66. The basic problems that participants encountered during the excersise were

accepting the assumptions on vacancy and localisation rates when such assumptions

were unrealistic in respect to their individual Ministries or Departments;

and, as noted; in apportioning data between beginning and target years of

the Plan. But it was evident that, in the main., participants had understood

the concepts and the process.

(±) A review of public service training co-ordination, policies and

rospects in Botswana

67 a resource person from the Training and Development Division
■of*the DPS-, presented this agenda item. He stated that a better understanding

of training practices and approaches by all those involved with training

and manpower manning would not only improve the training co-ordination

process tut would also improve the process of manpower planning and budgeting.

Against this background, he fcri&fed the Workshop on the in-service training

co-ordination process and highlighted a few reasons for the exercise.

68 Participants were informed that to guide the process, an annual

apartment Training Plan (DTP) and a Training handbook will be needed. The
Workshop was informed that the Department Traininc Plan fcr this year ha

been approved and the Handbook was ready in draft

form awaiting approval. The contents,

preparation procedures and follow-ur actions for
Departments Training Plans wore i-.riofly described. Each Departmental

Training Plan, which should not exceed ton paces and should be .prepared

annually, is expected to contain the following information:

- a brief INTRODUCTION,- providing an overview of the document;

- An EVALUATION of the consequences of the previous year:s training
activities,, with its implications for future programmes?

- A presentation of the longer-term (5 to 10 years) manpower develop
ment PERSPECTIVE: what the Department is endeavouring to achieve

throuah training in terms of its objectives and functions;

r table showing the planned reve towards LOCALIZATION, by

categories cf positions;

A clear statement of the training PRIORITIES for the coming year*

what's acing tc be achieved through training.-

A list of tho actual training ACTIVITIES planned for the coming
year, including in-house and non-formal types of training, ana _

rcforring to nrrt-timc, external and correspondence training; ana
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- An indication of how the effectiveness of these activities, in

terms of increased productivity and, where appropriate, localization,

are to be EVALUATED.

69 On the issue 01 i:ollow-up activities, the Workshop was told that

Departmental Training Plans when submitted are analysed by the Training

Unit in consultation with officers of the Manpower Planning, Budgeting and

Research ,J.J_. -,
the basis of these consultations, together with the use of additional^
independent research information, a total manpower training needs prorile by

Department and subsequently by Ministry is constructed.

Table 1: An example of the basic building blocks for the professional

cadra in Department "X"

components

CEILING

GROWTH

IFPOGT

EXPATFIATES

VACANCIES

WASTAGE RATE

WASTAGE

(Number)

TOTAL

l££G/87

20

0

17

5

3

10%

1.7

(2)

1987/S8

21

1

19

A

2

10%

1.9

(2)

1988/89

22

1

20

3

2

10%

2.0

(2)

1939/90

24

2

23

2

1

ivJ-B

2.3

(2)

1990/91

25

1

24

0

1

j.0%

2.4

(2)

i —■

Total Needs

-

5

-

5

2 ;

10,4

(10)

22

Note See Annex V for explanatory notes
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70. It was noted that the major question which usually arose after

constructing the training needs profile was that of meeting the identified

needs. In dealing with this question, it was noted that two main activities

are undertaken by DPSK. First, the type and form of training that could be

provided to meet the needs are stratified into three components: in-house

training, local training and out-of-ccuntry training. Secondly, consultations

are held with appropriate local institutions and potential donors in the hope

of explaining Departmental training needs, and discussing possible course

offerings and support. Other arrangements tc mount in-house training are also

mounted with the particular Department taking the lead.

71. The Workshop considered elements of the basic procedures employed

and mechanism used for actually meeting the needs within the framework of

the Training Handbook. These were summarizsd as follows:

- Government Departments assess their training requirements in terms

of national needs, giving attention to officers' career development.

Their priorities and intended training programmes are set out in

annual Departmental Training Plans (DTPs).

- The Directorate discusses those DTPs with Ministries and Departments;

it then works closely with donors and local training institutions,

communicating to them the Service's training needs.

- Departments proceed to implement their DTPsf giving attention to

stimulating part-time, correspondence and external training, in-

house programmes, on-the-ncb-trairing,, in-country and out-of-country

courses, and other forms of manpower development.

- Donor countries, international aid agencies, and local training

institutions make known to the Directorate particular training

opportunities and conditions of acceptance and sponsorship;

ministry of Education's Bursaries Department also informs the

Directorate of scholarships open to public servants.

- The Directorate invites Ministries tc nominate candidates in their

order cf priority for each particular opportunity; Ministries consult

with Departments and submit their lists- immediately after the

closing date the Directorate determines the service's prioritised

list and submits it to the donor, agency or training centre concerned.

- All involved parties - local training institutions Department Heads,

Ministerial Training Coordinators - are aware of relevant policies

and procedures (e.g. on bonding, allowances, suitability of

trainees) and regularly consult with the Directorate and with one

another on these matters.

- All decisions are related to plans upon which agreement has previously

been reached - Departmental Training Plans at the level of

Government Departments and the national public sector Training Plan

at the Service-wide level.
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Particular attention is devoted to evaluating the consequences of the

various forms of training - by, for example. Departments, donors,

training institutions and the Directorate, thereby facilitating a steady

advance in the relevance and quality of manpower development

activities.

72. During the discussion which followed, a number cf questions were raised

and few observations made. Participants wanted to knowf if any, the degree of

co-operation and collaboration which could have existed between the Job Evaluation

Unit and the Training Unit in the preparation of Department Training plans. In

response, the representative stated that as the activities of Manpower Planning,

Job Evaluation, OSM are all taking place simultaneously, one may not be able to

derive the desirable inputs each could have made towards the preparation of

training plans. He hoi/ever said that the exercise benefited in some ways

from the other Units' activities, indicating specifically that the Job

Evaluation exercise provided a clearer picture, though it would have been better

if the analysis had gone beyond job description into the nature of the work

to be performed, as this would have delineanated specific types of skills needed

and for which training ought tc be provided.

73. A participant wanted to benefit from the experiences of others with

respect tc problems encountered in using the in-house form of training and

how those problems were handled. Th-r. primary concerns were the lack of

provisions in Department budgets for training and the wide geographical distribution

of some Department staff who will have to be re-assembled at a cost, to undergo

such trainina. Thcnp ^iffiov.l.-H.os were shared bv ma.nvi but it was explained

that their magnitude could be reduced significantly through greater

collaboration and request for assistance from institutions established primarily

to provide in-service training.

74. Clarification was sought on the question of restr cting the awards

of scholarship with no mere awards for doctorial programmes. Participants

specifically wanted to knew if this was a policy decision. It was explained that

the decision was not a matter of policy but that external and internal factors

had given rise to the situation. Externally, donors had reduced considerably

their support for such programmes both in terms of number and areas of study.

The hope was expressed that with the holding of training needs consultations

with these donors, some improvements may result. The internal constraints, as

explained, resulted from three factors: (i) finding suitable candidates to

pursue the doctoral programme was becoming a problem; (ii) releasing those

suitable from urgent pressing work to undergo training for a relatively long

period as required by the programme, and (iii) poor dissemination of training

information which sometimes result in getting the information long after the award

date.

75. One view that was expressed is that given the huge investment in

training, a need existed for Departmental Heads to ensure that returnees from

training programmes increase the multiplier effect cf their training within the

Department. The idea of integrating people into the process and upgrading

Department Managers1 skills tor managing their Departments was considered as a

means of increasing this multiplier effect. Also noted was the net J ..."
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benefit which could result from discussions between Department Heads and the

returning officers on the one hand, and the officers and other staff members on

the other.

76. in responding tc a question on the internal mobilization and allocation

of training funds, the Workshop was told that very little was being done

particularly for supporting out-of country training,. Two points were however

emohasized: One, that the heavy reliance on donors for supporting external

training funds is short term in nature and that efforts will have to be made

towards providing internally a substantial portion of training funds for both

local and non-local training. Secondly, the question was not so much of a

financial shortage; but one of maximizing the use of existing resources to meet

some of the needs. Consequently, it was felt that ways and means should be sought

to maximize the use of existing res urces and institutions for local training

programmes.

( j) Manpower planning and budgeting: implications for the management of training

in Botswana

77. A resource person from the Training and Development Division in the

DPSM presented this agenda item. Following brief remarks en the interrelation

ships between manpower planning and training co-ordination, the Workshop was

broken into six smaller working groups tc consider the following three major

questions:

1. What practical benefits will the improved Manpower Budgeting process

and the availability of Ministerial Manpower Plans have forr

- MOE's Department of Bursaries, which carries the responsibility for pre-

service training;

- DPSM's Training and Development Division, which coordinates in-

service training;

- Local Training Institutions such as UB, IDMf BP, NHI, BIAC, WTC, BAC...

Officers within Departments preparing annual DTPs; and

- Those responsible for training co-ordination within Ministries1 Human

Resource Management functions?

2. What implications, if any, will upgraded Manpower Planning have for;

- Expatriate-countpart learning and skills transmission;

Informal on-the-job training;

- In-house courses tailored to the training needs of particular units?

- Part-time, correspondence and external courses;
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Standard promotion courses in local training institutions;

Induction, refresher, skills upgrading, and on-off courses and

seminars at local training institutions;

- Out-of-country attachments, exchanges and workshops; and

Overseas degree and higher degree programmes?

3. In what ways should the results of Manpower Planning be used

to achieves

- Better management of in-service training;

Improved career counselling of officers;

- Public - Private - Parastatal sectoral cooperation on manpower development;

SADCC-wide articulation of training planning and provision;

- Public sector localisation without any lowering of productivity;

Increased public sector productivity;

- The long-term development of local training institutions?

7R
Group reports were presented in plenary. During the presentation., a

number cf common issues emerged all emphasing the vital inter-relationship

between manpower planning and training co-ordination _ The general nature and

implications of the issues raised suggest that manpower planning provides vital

information to training managers and co-ordinators which can be used to (i) select

and diversify training programmes so as to avoid over-training or under-training

in the light of scarce resources; (ii) plan the timing and intensity of training

particularly in-house training; and (iii) programme training courses in

anticipation of promotion anci filling of vacant posts. Conversely, the manpower

planning and budgeting process would benefit greatly from the availability of

training information specifically with regards to issues such as improving

productivity, filling vacant posts, contributing to the quality of the works

performed and ensuring an effective counterpart - expatiate on-the-job training

scheme.

V- FOLLOW-UP ACTION

-79^ in the light cf the importance participants attached to the findings

of the Workshop and in recognition of the desirability of an effective and

productive public service work force, the need for follow-up activities to the

Workshop was discussed. It was generally felt that these activities should be

undertaken at two levels. First immediate action would be required to publicize

and take into account the Workshop findings and recommendations at the
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highest possible level of authority. Secondly.- action would be required
to ensure the implementation of major suggestions made ^towards improving

the effectiveness of the Manpower planning and allocation process.

Accordingly, the Workshop agreed that the following follow-up

activities would need to be undertaken:

(a) On the treatment of the Workshop report

(i) That through the initiative of the Directorate of Public
Service Management, high-level inter-ministerial task force .

be constituted to closely review the findings and recommendations

of the Workshop and advise Government accordingly; and

(ii) That the Director of DFSM. uses his good offices to ensure that
copies of the report be made available to all Permanent Secretaries

and Department Heads.

(b) On the implementation of recommendations

(i) That periodic interaction, including training on site, be
undertaken between DPSK and departmental officers responsible

for preparing manpower plans and budgeting?

(ii) That an evaluation exercise be mounted in the first quarter of
19S9 to assess the operation of the manpower planning and

budgeting process;

(iii) That a training manual be developed by DPSM to be used for
training of officers newly designated to prepare manpower plans

and budgets.

VI EVALUATION OF THE'..WORKSHOP

80. The organization, format, contents and relevance of the Workshop
were evaluated by the Participants. Mi the Participants felt _ that the^ ^
workshop was relevant both/ine needs of the country and to their indiviaua,.

work Participants also fcund the various topics interesting and some _
suggested that an additional four or five days more could have crystalized
the issues much better. The organization of the Workshop was generally
rated qood in terms of participants' discussion time, presentations and _

working session. It was however felt that the presence of a representative
from specialized units like the. Recruitment Unit would have aidea participants
in arriving at better suggestions with regards to the filling of vacant posts.

VII. ADOPTION OF REPOPT AND CLOSING OF WORKSHOF

81 The draft report was presented, discussed and adopted. During the
closing'ceremonies, which took place 31 March, 1987, the Participants
through a spokesperson, presented to the Deputy Director of the Directorate
of Public Service Management, Mr. B.G. M. Mhlandi, a joint memorandum
containing follow-up suggestions for implementing the Workshop
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recommendations together with the major findings and recommendations of the

Workshop. It was indicated to the Deputy Director that what had emergea

from the Workshop and1reflected in the report signified participants'
desire to put before the Government of Botswana their sincere thoughts and
ideas on effecting a public service manpower planning development and

utilization programme.

82 In his closing remarks,- the Deputy Director thanked the

participants and resource persons anc said that he was encouraged by the
recommendations presented to him. He assured the Workshop that the report

would be seriously considered by the Directorate and that everything
possible will be done to have the suggestions operationaiized. This, he

said, reflected the will of the Director and cautioned that what
was now needed, was finding ways for actual implementation. He informed
Participants that the Directorate was going through a development process

and therefore it needed the encouragements such as that providea through
the Workshop recoiraaendations, to better achieve its goals r.nd objectives.

He then declared the V/orkshcp closed.
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Remarks by the Honourable P.K.K. Kedikilwe, Minister of Presidential Affairs

and Public Administration at the formal opening of the National Training

Workshop on Public Service Manpower Planning and allocation

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I welcome this opportunity to address you this morning at the opening

of this very important nanpower planning workshop. I also take great pleasure

in welcoming the participants to this workshop, who will be exposed to new

concepts and approaches to Total Manpower Planning, a concept you will be

hearing frequently during the workshop and in the future. Basically, it

means that planning for our human resources will be conducted from a much

wider base than is now being done. But I leave that for the workshop to

elaborate.

I have been told that this will be a "working1 workshop. Participants

will be actively engaged in discussing such issues as manpower budgeting,

allocation? and training, as well as constructing a matrix of their agencies'

manpower needs over the next few years. It sounds as though this will be

a busy but very productive workshop and I am pleased that it will tackle

an issue in which I have a great deal of interest — manpower planning. It

interests me because it is about people and people make things happen.

It is people that transform the natural resources of a country..»

Diamonds, coal, copper... are useless until people extract and process them.

The very land itself is barren and unproductive until people sow...till., and

harvest the crops. It is people who provide services such as health care,

justice, education, transportation, water, etc People are a country's

most valuable natural resource and it. is people with skills

Despite government's efforts tc educate and train human resources as

rapidly as possible the shortage of skilled people remains a serious problem

in Botswana. Until such time as we have produced sufficient numbers cf

skilled people, we must concentrate on the optimum utilization of the available

manpower — both skilled and unskilled

Nowhere is it more essential to have skilled people than in the public

service, which is the instrument whereby socio-economic well being is

impacted to the citizens of a country.

We have several processes to aid us in producing skilled manpower and in

making the best use cf available manpower — extensive training efforts,

manpower allocations, and manpower budgeting. Those processes are meaningful

exercises to organize, in a structured way, the efforts to achieve optimum

utilization of our scarce human resources. Since you will be discussing

these processes in some detail during the next few days of the workshop, I will

not dwell upon them new.
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I must point out, however, that these processes labour under several

handicaps, the most serious being, the inadequacy of cur current manpower

planning efforts to quantify in specific terms (i.e. occupational skills)

the manpower needs of the future. Without these numbers, training plans

and manpower budgets are developed with significant shortcomings. Other

problems arc related to the manpower budgeting process itself and during the

workshop discussions on this topic, the exchange of your ideas on how these

problems may be overcome, should be an important activity.

This training workshop is an opportune time to examine the total manpower

planning picture in the Botswana public Service. In addition to reviewing

existing exercises in the planning process,- workshop participants will be

trained to use a standard method of quantifying future public services manpower

needs, which is actually the essential first step in the total manpower

planning process.

As you are aware, economic planning controls the level of manpower growth

through the financial ceilings of national development plan 6. I am told

that using the manpower ceilings derived from NDP 6 to project manpower

requirements suffers from two failings; one, they indicate only the manpower

needs arising from growth permitted under the plan; and two, they identify

most occupational skill needs in the broadest terms, i.e. Group "A" cr

Group "B" Posts.

In the first instance, the total manpower needs for the public service

is greatly.understated, because the growth figure does not take into account

manpower needs arisincr from replacement of terminated workers and expatriates,

and the filling of vacant posts. The difference is dramatically apparent

when one compares the following: estimated manpower needs arising from NDP 6

growth during the reminder of the plan period is about 6,000 workers. On the

other hand, estimated manpower just to meet replacement needs is about

11,000 workers. For those people responsible for developing training plans

or recruitment strategies these are crucial numbers. There is a considerable

difference between planning for the intake of 6,000 new workers and the intake

of 17,000 new workers over the next few years.

Similarly, knowing the occupational skill composition of the anticipated

new workers can have a tremendous impact on the kinds of training programmes

that should be developed and the numbers of people who will be required to

fill them. Currently, projections of skill needs by Group "A" or Group "B"

designations are not helpful to training planners or training institutions

which are trying to identify the number and kinds of training programmes

that will meet the development needs of the country and the manpower needs

of the Ministries and Departments.

Unfortunately, this latter problem is being only partially addressed

by this workshop. The lack of a comprehensive occupational classification

system for the public service precludes making projections at detailed

occupational levels. However, projections are made by scale, which is an
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improvement over the Group "A15 and "B1! designations. I am told that at a

later date, public service posts will be classified under the international

standard classification of occupations (ISCO) developed under the auspices of

the international Labour Office in (Geneva. At that time, ISCO codes will

replace scale designations in the manpower model developed for the public

service.

This model, which I just mentioned, is just one of the tools developed by

the Arectorate of Public Service Management to assist Ministries and Departments

in their efforts to use manpower more effeciontly. In addition to day-to-day

personnel activities such as recruitment, training, and personnel relations,

the Directorate is also heavily involved in organization and methods reviews

and job analysis and evaluation. All these activities are components cf the

overall effort to use public service manpower more effectively anc.

efficiently.

I am told that the manpower model establishes a standard procedure whereby

agencies of government can compute their manpower n^eds over a period of
years designated by the plan or any ether predetermined time period.^ The model

can also be adjusted to take into account changes in economic planning.

The model should have a great impact on Ministrial and Departmental planning

in the immediate future. As noted, there are dramatic differences between

manpower planning on the basis of growth alone and planning which takes into

account replacement needs. It is estimated that in some ministries, replacement

needs are more than five times greater than manpower needs arising from growth

alone. Such figures emphasize the need for manpower planning.

I noted earlier that quantifying future manpower needs is the first essential

step in the process of manpower planning. Identifying the numbers is not the

end product of manpower planning. The numbers arc the starting point for

deliberations by those developing training plans, by these considering recruitment

strategies, by these concerned with identifying institutional training slots, and

perhaps, even mere importantly, by the managers, who have the responsibilities

to irrrplement the programmes formulated through the political process. Just as

managers must operate within the guidelines of a financial budget so must they

operate within the manpower ceilings imposed by the plan. The manpower data

will assist managers in doing a better job of operating within the ceilings.

They will be able to consider a number of alternatives to just increasing the

numbers of workers to fulfill their programme responsibilities — such things

as ways to increase productivity, reallocation of staff, and promotion of

technological inovations.

Additionally, the current exercises we have to achieve the optimum

utilization of manpower — such as manpower budgeting and allocation — will

benefit from the complete manpower planning process. In fact they are part ana

parcel of the process. They are pieces of the big picture of hov; we recruitf

develop, train, and use manpower in the public service.
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As I noted at the outset, people are our greatest natural resource. How we

use this resource will determine how well the country and its citizens are

best served by the public service.

We look forward to the results cf this workshop with great anticipation. Each

Ministry should come away from this workshop armed with a new tool and new

ideas on hew to maximize its available manpower. Manpower planning will make

a very important contribution to the optimum utilization of our public service

human resources.

I thank you.
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Statement by Dr. Toga Mclntosh on behalf of the Executive Secretary of the

Economic Commission for Africa at the opening cf the Workshop

Mr. Chairman,

Honourable Minister,

Distinguished Participants, Ladies and Gentlemen.

I bring you greetings and best wishes for the success of this important

Workshop on behalf of the Executive Secretary of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa. We are indeed happy and grateful to be a
part of this event and to be pppcrtuned to benefit from the warm hospitality o.

the peoples and Government of Botswana.

As we begin e. week of work and learning, I would like to highlight a

few points which, in our view, could have major significance for the
process of human resources planning, development and utilization in

Botswana.

You may recall that almost a year ago, African Governments collectively

resolved tc pursue a systematic Economic Recovery Programme beginning 1986
through 1989. Accordingly, appropriate commitments were made and the necessary

resources identified and pledged in pursuit of this objective in what is now

called APPER (Africa Priority Programme for Economic Recovery). The
International Community was equally sensitized to Africa's desire for a self-
reliant and self-sustaining development process during the special United
Nations General Assembly session convened, at Africa's request, mxd last year.

This major development does not only demand new forms of development co

operation among nations and international institutions, but also calls for new

sets of development strategies and programmes. Among the requirements of this
new thrust is that development efforts should now be focused on maximizing this

productive use of African human resources, and should explicitly take into
account the human dimensional aspects to economic recovery and development.

Mr. Chairman, rermit me tc add two brief footnotes just to drive

the point home.

First, the extent to which any African nation, including Botswana, is able
to formulate and implement the required policies, strategies and programmes .

would depend substantially upon the development and operation of an effective
human resources management machinery comprehnsive in form and structure

to incorporate, in an integrated manner, human resources planning, development

and utilization sub-systems. This challenge is even greater for the Botswana#
Government if one considers the rapidly expanding economy; a growing population
demand for education, training and. employment; and the need to raise productivity

and efficiency.
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Secondly, development, in its applied sense, means people and hence

development policies, programmes and strategies should add to, and not

subtract from, existing levels of societal welfare. Again, the challenge

hinges on the development of institutional capacities that would ensure

effective and wider human participation in the production, distribution and

consumption of basic goods and services.

Let me punctuate these two footnotes by expressing cur satisfaction

in the progress the Government has made so far in determining the nature of

this challenge. Steps will now have to be intensified to determine and

formulate the form and structure of a comprehensive human resources management

system to complete the cycle. It is from, this perspective that we in the ECA,

see the importance of this National Training Workshop on Public Service

Manpower Planning and Allocation, and pledge our willingness for future

collaboration to the extent possible.

Again, on behalf of the Executive Secretary, I wish the Workshop a

great success.

Thank you.
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DAILY TIME TABLE AND PFOGRAMMF SCHEDULE

Day 1 (Monday, 23 March)

8:00 - 8:30 Registration and informal meeting of participants.

8:30 - 9:15 Workshop introduction, background organization of

work and distribution of documents (Workshop

Co-ordinator).

9:15 - 10:15 Official Opening of Workshop

- Statement by the Government of Botswana

- Statement by ECA

10:15 - 10:30 Coffee Break

10:30 - 12:30 The nature and scope of human resources management for

development:implications for manpower planning in

Botswana (ECA).

12:30 - 14^00 Lunch Break

14:00~15sl5 Determinants of departmental manpower ceilings under NDP6
(MFDP).

15:15-15:30 Coffee Break

15:30 - 16:30 Manpower allocation and budgeting process in the public
service:issues and problems (DPSM/Manpower Division).

Day 2 (Tuesday, 24 March)

8:30 - 10:15 Discussion continue on manpower allocation and budgeting

process in the public services issues and problems.

10:15 - 10:30 Coffee Break

10.30 - 12:30 OSM practices and the Manpower Budgeting process (DPSM/

Organisation and Methods).

12:30 - 14s?0 Lunch Break

14:00 - 15:15 The objective and importance of job evaluation
in Manpower Budgeting and Planning DPSM/Job Evaluation).

15:15 - 15:30 Coffee Break

15:30 - 16:30 Discussion continue on job evaluation and O&M practices

within the process.
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Day 3 (Wednesday, 25 March)

8:30 - 10:15

10:15 - lCh30

10:30 - 12:30

12:30 - 14:00

14:00 - 15:15

15:15 - 15s30

15:30 - 16:30

Day 4 (Thursday/ 26 March)

All day

Day 5 (Friday 27 March)

8:30 - 10:15

10:15 - 10:30

10:30 - 12:- 12:30

12:30 - 14:30

14:00 - 15:15

15:15 - 15:30

15:30 - 16;30

Procedures and guidelines for submission of

manpower budget requests (DPSM/Manpower

Division)

Coffee Break

Preparation of Ministerial manpower plans

within the manpower planning and budgeting

process (DPSM/Manpower Division)

Lunch Break

Preparation cf Ministerial manpower plans within

the manpower planning and budgeting process

Coffee Break

Preparation cf Ministerial manpower plans within

the manpower planning and budgeting process

Working session to prepare individual Ministry's

4-year manpower requirements and suggestions

for improving the effectiveness of the

Manpower planning and budgeting process.

Review and discussion of issues and problems

encountered during the working group session

(participants).

Coffee Break

Review of public service training co-ordination,

policies and prospects in Botswana (DPSM/

Training Division)

Lunch Break

Manpower Planning and budgeting;implications

for the managenent of training in Botswana

(DPSM/Training Division).

Ccffee Break

Manpower planning and budgeting implications

for the raanaqoment of training in Botswana

(DPSM/Training Division).
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Day 6 (Monday,30 March)

All day

Day 7 (Tuesday,31 March)

8:00 - 10:00

10:00 - 10;20

10:20 - 12:30

12:30 - 14:00

14:C0 - 15:30

Annex II

Page 3

Free for participants to attend matters

arising in their respective offices, and

for the preparation of the workshop report,

Adoption of workshop report (participants)

Coffee Break

Adoption of workshop report (participants)

Lunch Ereak

Closing Ceremonies

- Presentation of workshop report to

Gcvernment (Participants)

- Statement by the Government of Botswana
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FORM MB 2

Botswana Government

Financial Year 1988/89 DEPLOYMENT OF FILLED AND VACANT POSTS

(AS OF 1 APRIL 1987)

Ministry

Department

(Please

Head No.

Part No.

Include SKADO? POSTS)

Prepared By;

Approved Bys

Date:

Date:

Division

Approved

Estab-

Lishment

CD

Title of Post

(2)

Grade

(3)

Geographic

Location

(4)

No. of

Vacant

Posts

(5)

Recruitment

Action:DPSM

Reference

Date & No.

(6)

JFor Use By

DPSM

(7)

SEE EXPLANATORY NOTES -

Distribution: 1. DPSM

2. Ministry of FDP

3.. Ministry Concerned

4. Department Concerned

Summary:Group A Group B

Shadow Other
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Botswana Government

Financial Year 1988/89 ' PROPOSED FORFEITURES FORM MB 3

(Please Include SHADOW POSTS)
Ministry —

Department "" —r

Approved

Estab

lishment

(1)

Title of Post

(2)

Grade

(3)

Group

(4)

No. to be

Forfeited

(5)

Reason

For

Forfeiture

(6)

For Use by

DPSM

(7)

-c.
- SEE EXPLANATORY NOTES -

——— ——

Summary: Group A
Distribution 1. DPSM

2. Ministry of FDP
Group B
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PROPOSED TRAINING

Anne; IlKal
.ge 5

Form MB 4B

Ministry"
prepared Date

Department
Part No. Approved By: Date

Trainee

(1)

Field of

Training

(2)

Course

Begins

MoAr

(3)

;ours(

Ends

Mo/Yi

(4)

Pest for
Which

Being

Trained

(5)

Grade

of

Post

(6)

or

Institution

In

Botswana

(7)

Justifi

cation

for

Training

(8)

By

DPSM

(9)

- SEE EXPLANATORY NOTES -

Distribution:1. DPSM

2. Ministry of FDP

3. Ministry Concerned

Summary: Group A

Shadow

Group B

Other
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APPLICATION FOR NEW POSTS

(Please Include SHADOW POSTS)

Ministry Head No. Prepared by;
Date:

Department Part No. Approved by: Date:

Title of New Post

(1)

Grade

(2)

Group No. Of

Posts

requested

(3) (4)

Brief

Justification

(5)

Possible

Recruit

ment

Sourge

For Use By

DPSM

(7)

Lribution: 1. DPSM

2. Ministry of FDP SummarviGrouD A GrouD
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Form MB 5B

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS:MANPOWER NEEDS 1988/89 - 1990/91

Ministry
Head No. Prepared By? Date

Department Part No. Approved By Date

Project

Number

(1)

Title of Post

(2)

Grade

(3)

Field of

Study or

Experience

(4)

Number of New Personnel Needed

1988/89!

(5)

1989/90"

(6)

1990/91

(7)

For Use By DPSM

(8)

Distribution:1. DPSM

2. Ministry of FDP

Minicf-rv
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EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR COMPLETING THE

F1ANPOWER BUDGETING FORMS

Summary

1) Ministries/Departments are expected to complete the following seven fonr-, and

submit them to the DPSM:

Form MB 1 - Proposed Overall Establishment

Form MB 2 - Deployment of Filled and Vacant Posts

Form MB 3 - Forfeited Posts

Form MB 4a - Staff on Training

Form MB 4b - Proposed Training

Form MB 5a - New Posts

Form MB 5b - Posts related to Development Projects

2. Time allowed for the preparation of these forms is about 4 weeks.

3. Form MB 6, Justification for the Creation of New Posts, is not required to be

completed during this stage.

Detailed Explanation

Form MB 1 Summary of proposed establishment: For groups see notes under MB 2.

Form MB 2 You are required to declare all vacant posts as of the date on which

you are completing the form. The vacancy situation should be the

difference between the number in post and the establishment as detailed

in the Establishment Register. All vacant posts, including those of

adviser/expert and project posts, are to be declared on this form. Note

that this form should identify posts for each Division separately. For

the column, Geographic Location, enter village or work station in which

post is located, e.g. Francistown, Letlhakane, etc.

The following notes apply to MB 2, 3 and 5:

a) Approved establishment - as shown under the 1987/88 column of the

Establishment Register.

b) Title of post as reflected in the Establishment Register.

c) Number of Vacant posts - establishment minus officers in posts.

d) Grade = salary scale.

e) Groups :

A = All superscale?GA.l,2,3;all Professional;

T.1,2,3;TI.1,2,3; and advisers and experts.

B = GA.4,5,6; T.4,5; TI.4,5; S.1,2,3,4.
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Other = Police, Security Guards, Freventivemen, Prisons,

Game Warden Cadres, (generally grouped as ('P'), Nurses (N),

and Teachers <T).

Shadow = post in any group used to facilitate localization.

f) Recruitment action - Please quote the Ministry's reference.

Directorate of Personnel vacancy file reference and date of

correspondence/ and if possible state the stage of recruitment

as known by the- Ministry Department (e.g., f'r. Sekgoma

already offered appointment).

Form MB 3 Please give details of posts to be forfeited and reasons (e.g.,

function transferred to another Ministry, change of priority, (etc.),

Form MB 4a Please give details of staff on training, including pre-allocation

trainees (e.g., Nurses and agricultural trainees).

1) Trainee = name of the trainee

2) Present grade = grade of trainee prior to training

3) Whether trainee being paid a training allowance is held

against an established post cr not

4) Field of training (e.g., Agriculture, Accountancy, etc.)

5) Course began ~ month and year (e.g., June, 1985 should read

6/85)

6) Course ends = month and year, as above

7) Post for which being trained = self-explanatory

8) Grade = salary scale

9) State whether abroad or give the name of the institution in

Botswana (e.g., BAC, NHI).

Note: Requirements for 1988/89 will then be developed after consideration has

been given tot

1) Vacancies

2) Trainees

3) Forfeitures
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Form MB 4b Proposed Training

1) Name of officer earmarked for training

2) eog. M.A. (Development Economics)

3) e.g. August 1988

4) e = g. Sept. 1989

5) Title of post e.g. Economist

6) Self-explanatory

7) e.g. Williams College, U.S.A.

8) Justification can include one of the following:

(a) Training is needed in order to fill a post which has

remained vacant for some time, or which is firmly

anticipated to become vacant, where entry to that post

requires certain skills.

(b) A need to fill a post which has just been created, and

which has not existed before, or which will be created,

corresponding to the Department's Development Plan.

(Specify Project).

(c) A need to localise a post

(d) To upgrade on the job performance - no new post.

9) Self-explanatory

NOTE: In filling column (8), the letters a), b), c), or d)

can be used as substitutes for the written justification.

Form MB 5a 1) Title of new post as proposed by requesting Department

2) Grade = salary scale

3) Group = see note 6 under Form MB 3

4) Number of posts requested = self-explanatory

5) Brief justification (e.g. expansion of services, etc.)

6) Possible recruitment source (i.e., you are requested to

suggest the source of recruitment).
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Form MB 5b In indicating ycur requirements for posts related to development

projects please include both project posts and posts that will

fall under the recurrent budget once the project comes on stream.

It is important that requirements be projected through 1990/91 as

this information will form part of the basis for the manpower

targets in NDP VI. Details of development project posts required

for 1988/89 should be included on Form MB 5a, giving the additional

information requested on that form.

1) Project number as shown either in NDP V or the Project

Memorandum

2) Title of post - self-explanatory

3) Grade = salary scale

4) Field of study or experience - you may use the broad categories

given in Appendix B, showing anticipated new supply of manpower

for 1988/G9, or you may be more specific (e.g., civil engineering

instead of engineering, or sociology instead of social science,

etc.)

5) Financial years through 1990/91 - self-explanatory

Form MB 6 1) The purpose of this form is to obtain correct and complete

data in order to make an objective assessment of the NEED

for a new post.

2) A form should be completed for EACH new post requested.

3) Part B.2. Attach crganisation chart showing the location

of the new post in the structure.

4) Part B.4. List major duties and responsibilities of the new

post and quantify the expected work load and frequency

under each major area.

5) Part B.6. Possibilities of more productive deployment of the

existing staff should be closely examined in consultation with

the 0 & M Unit of the Directorate of Public Service Management.

6) Part B.ll. Forecast specific logistical support requiremsnts

(office space, equipment and aids, housing, transport, etc.)

which must be available to make effective use of the new post

requested.
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Annex IV

MANPOWER FLAN OF THE DIRECTORATE OF PUBLIC SERVICE MANAGEMENT
1986/87 -1990/91

I. Introduction

The Directorate of Public Service Management has the responsibility for
ensuring the effective and efficient utilization of human resources in the
Public Service. As the "People Manager", DPSM is concerned with the full
range of personnel activities such as recruitment, terms of service, job

evaluation, organizational review, training, and manpower planning.

Government's capacity to provide Botswana and its people with the services
to ensure socio-economic development and justice is dependent on the ability

of DPSM to produce manpower of appropriate quality and in sufficient

quantities. Similarily, DPSM performance is dependent on the skills and
number of people it employs to fulfill its important responsibilities.

This manpower plan has been developed to identify the manpower

required for the DPSM to carry out effectively its role of managing the

Public Service. It is an indicative plan because of limitations in data

which preclude absolute accuracy. Nevertheless, it should provide reasonable
guidelines that will contribute to better utilization of manpower within
the Directorate. Hopefully, accuracy will improve as data sources are

upgraded, which is one of the tasks being undertaken by the Manpower

Planning Budgeting and Research Division (MPBRD).

The role of manpower planning is to identify current and future

manpower needs so that optimum deployment of people is achieved. The

objective is to make Managers aware of personnel shortages and requirements
so that their recruitment and training programmes arc relevant to fulfill

these needs, h manpower plan is not an action document. It is a guide from
which managers can act.

NOTE: This analysis of DPSM manpower resources was conducted prior to

implementation of the DPSM reorganization in November 1986. Thus, some of the
information such as vacancy may be outdated. Furthermore, it does not

include BIAC, which is a recent addition to the Directorate.

II. DPSM Manpower and the Public Service; A MACRO -ANALYSIS

It should be noted at the outset that the DPSM is responsible for

providing personnel services to a Public Service establishment that has

increased rapidly over the past 7 years. The increase in the number of

clients served has been accompanied by an increase in the kinds of services

provided, such as organization and methods review, job evaluation, and
manpower planning.

Between Financial Years 1979/80 and 1986/87, the number of established

positions in the Public Service (including teacher and Industrial Calss

posts) grew by 65 percent — from 24,721 to 40,694. This represents an
average per annum growth rate of 7.4 percent. During the same period, the
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DPSM establishment rose 37.7 percent -- from 61 to 84 posts — an average per

annum rate of 5.4% percent. Comparisons of growth in

the permanent and pensionable establishments by scale and grade shew similar

disparities. As seen in Appendix Table 1, DPSM superscale, professional, and

secretarial scales growth lagged markedly behind corresponding scales for all

Ministries. (See also Appendix Table 2.)

Another way of looking at the growth gap between the DPSM establishment

and that of the total Public Service is to compare the staffing ratios ever

time. In 1979/80, the Directorate had 61 established positions compared to

16,096 permanent and pensionable positions for Central Government (including

teachers), yielding a staffing ratio ofl:2o4 ^he staffing ratio presently

stands at 1:290

The increase in work load per staff member is even more dramatic when

one takes into account the expanded functions of the Directorate. If one

subtracts the 25 positions allocated for O&M, JE, and MPBU from the current

establishment of 84 posts, the staffing ratio jumps to 1:413. The ratios are

even larger if one excludes positions such as registry, common services, and

clerical, which do not provide direct services to the government agencies.

Thus, the burden of providing basic personnel services has increased markedly

relative to the number of staff available to perform them. Additionally, a 13

percent vacancy rate adds to the already heavy burden borne by the staff, and

obviously must hinder DPSM effectiveness in providing services to government

agencies and society as a whole.

While it appears that one solution to improved DPSM performance would

be an increase in establishment,, one must bear in mind the restriction placed

upon the Directorate by the KDP C manpower ceiling. DPSf has no growth during

the remainder of the. plan. In a later section, we will discus alternative

solutions. But first, a look at the staff in some detail.

III. A Profile of DPSM Staff in September, 1986

In September, 1986, there were 73 permanent and pensionable employees

in the Directorate of Personnel, As seen in Appendix Table 3,53 percent were

in Group A posts, and 47 percent were in Group B posts. The distribution of

staff by sex was 52 percent males and 48 percent females. The mean average

age was 31.3 years. Eight persons, all in Group A posts, are eligible to

retire (voluntarily) within the next 5 years. Two persons in Superscale grades

and two in GA.l posts will be required to retire within 6-10 years.

The current picture shows a relatively young, stable staff, at least for

the next 5 years. Possibilities of losing senior staff (GA.2 and above)

through retirement appear remote at this time.
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IV. The DPSM Establishments A MICRO ANALYSIS

In September, 1986, the Directorate of Public Service Management had an

establishment of 84 posts, which included 2 advisory/experts, and 2 shadow

posts. Eleven of the posts were vacant.

The breakdown of the posts by scale was as follows:

TABLE A: DPSM STAFF DISTRIBUTION BY SCALE,

SEPTEMBER, 1986

ESTABLISHMENT VACANCY

SUPER SCALE

ADMINISTRATIVE

PROFESSIONAL

SECRETARIAL

ADV./EXPERT

TOTAL

6

59 (+2)

2

13

2

82 (+2)

-

10

—

-

1

11

INPOST

i

6

51

13

1

71(+2)

The 1990/91 ceiling for the Directorate is 82 (+2 shadow posts), thus the

Directorate has no new growth remaining during NDP 6. However, to meet

replacement, and localization needs, and to fill vacant posts, the Directorate

must plan to train or recruit 29 new staff over the next 4 years, as seen in the

following table-r

TABLE B: DPSM MANPOWER REPLACEMENT

GROWTH

REQUIREMENT TO 1990/91

VACANCY LOCALIZATION WASTAGE TOTAL

SUPER SCALE

ADMINISTRATIVE 11 18

PROFESSIONAL

SECRETARIAL

ADV/EXPERTS

TOTAL 20 29 \

The pace at which these replacements should take place is suggested in the

following tables constructed for each scale.




























